What You Need to Know About Hay
by Julie Smith

The Wisconsin House Rabbit Society sells hay in Madison and has gotten many questions about hay from members and non-members. To help answer them, we have reproduced the information on hay from our food display at our 2016 Bunny Day.

Hay should be at least 60%-70% of a rabbit's diet, and some experts put it as much as 80%-90%. Yet few of us understand what makes it so essential, that is, why rabbit physiology and psychology require it. If we did, we probably would not offer foods that compete with our rabbit's interest in hay. Likewise, we would shy away from buying hay that has been turned into something it shouldn't be—a product with non-hay additives or one with overly uniform consistency.

Given the availability of non-alfalfa hay in pet stores, people now seem to understand that some hays can be too rich. But they don't quite grasp that within hay of the same type, different parts have different concentrations of nutrients in relation to indigestible fiber. And that brings us to the essential characteristic of hay. As a food source, it has a high degree of indigestible fiber or cellulose in relation to nutrients. The nutrients are the protein, carbohydrates, sugars, vitamins, minerals, fats. And hay has those things, and the bunny body uses them. In fact, bunny physiology can extract nutrients from fibrous hay. But it is the indigestible fiber or cellulose that is so critical for rabbits, and hay is the essential source.

Why do rabbits need fiber if they can't digest it?

Cellulose (indigestible fiber) is what ensures motility (or rapid movement) through the rabbit's digestive system, taking fur with it and keeping harmful bacteria in the gut in check.

Anyone who wants to save his rabbit unnecessary pain, suffering, and possibly death should read pages 92-94 of the House Rabbit Handbook, which describes the conditions that arise when a rabbit's diet is too low in indigestible fiber. These conditions include impaction; bloat; rapid takeover of deadly, toxic bacteria in the rabbit's cecum; inflammation of the intestinal lining. Thus, if you're giving your rabbit foods that tempt him away from hay, you might be contributing to very serious digestive problems. Your rabbit will do best if you let his system do its job of obtaining nutrients from a low-nutrient source and of passing a great deal of indigestible fiber.

Cellulose wears down rabbits' teeth.

One of the best preventative to dental disease is hay. When rabbits chew hay, they chew in a side to side motion, which helps to wear down dental points and to keep the teeth strong in the jaw. When they chew pellets and greens, they tend to chew in an up and down motion. When rabbits don't chew hay, the jaw muscles are much more likely to atrophy.

How can I tell if my rabbit is getting and eating enough indigestible fiber?

Look at his poo. Are the marbles large and nicely rounded? Well done. Are they misshapen and smallish? Then, no matter how much you love your rabbit, you probably need to be a better food guardian.

If sugars, starches and fats are so bad for my rabbit, why does she crave them and seem less interested in the fibrous stalks she supposedly should have?

Rabbits are even more geared than are humans to seek out nutrient-rich foods. That's because they are “concentrate selectors.” This means that their system is designed to find the richest food (the greatest concentration of nutrients) within a nutrient-poor diet. Rabbits are always looking for the best in what they assume is the worst. That's why they spend so much time in their litter boxes going through each and every strand of hay. And if we are giving her the richest of the rich, we are sabotaging the fantastic rabbit system of utilizing low-nutrient foods.

WHRS occasionally gets complaints that a rabbit is not eating the hay that we sell in Madison. If the rabbit is healthy, as determined by a competent rabbit veterinarian, the most likely reason is that the human is giving foods that are competing with the hay, such as high-fat/high protein pellets; legume-type hays, such as alfalfa; biscuits; dried fruits, and worse. I do not recommend any treats but fresh greens and some selected vegetables, as well as small pieces of fruit. If you're tempted to offer those “special” commercial treats, please consider your rabbit's long term health and comfort.

Why would companies that specialize in rabbit food, even those with good reputations, make and sell so many things that are better left out of the rabbit diet?

Profit. The foods that are really good for rabbits do not need much human processing, so producers need to convince you that you need them to provide your rabbit with treats and even adequate food.

So then what kinds of hay are best for my rabbit?

We need to understand three things: 1) rabbits need a high degree of indigestible fiber in their hay along with nutrients; 2) hay, even Timothy, can be quite nutrient dense, depending
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The ratio of green to brown will vary with the season. If rabbits are rejecting their hay, the most common reason is that they are being given other food that is by comparison richer. Thus, if your rabbit is a poor hay eater, have her checked out for illness by a competent rabbit veterinarian who can also check her for dental problems, which may explain her lack of interest. If she is fine, then start thinking about how to slowly modify her diet to one that is hay-based. Remember, an important mental activity for rabbits is investigating and selecting what they will eat. They love pawing through a pile of hay to find “the right piece.” This is an important activity for their psychological well-being. Being choosy, they are going to leave some hay behind by the end of the day. That does not mean that they do not like their hay. You should discard the leftover hay and give a new big handful each day and let her spend lots of time evaluating which strand is rabbit-worthy!

### Meet Ed

**Our hay supplier for 24 years!**

Many of you who buy hay from Wisconsin HRS know Christie and John Miller (stay tuned to the next issue – they will be featured in the “Volunteer Spotlight”), but you probably don’t know Ed.

Ed has been growing hay for our rabbits for 24 years, since 1993, when Susan Smith answered his ad. Nine years earlier in 1984, he bought his farm when he retired from the Wisconsin prison system, where he was a correctional officer. His farm came with fifteen acres for growing hay. Half was already planted, and Ed planted the other half with the same grass mix of predominantly Timothy. The hay returns every year without replanting.

Because it is cut twice a year, the weeds are mowed down before they go to seed. This makes the hay pretty weed-free, even though it is not sprayed with herbicides.

Ed cuts his hay twice a year instead of the usual three times, around mid-June and mid-September. He tells us that people may see some differences in the hay from one purchase to the next due to the season and the part of the field the hay comes from. The second growth of the year tends to be a softer blade. Ed sells his hay mostly to his neighbor, who has horses, and to “the rabbit people”—us. And we are certainly happy that he does!